Dear Students,

we cordially invite you to take part in our program "**Sustainable micro-mobility with Light Electric Vehicles - LEV**" as part of the Japanese-German exchange program.

This program is dedicated to sustainable micro-mobility using LEVs and offers a great opportunity to learn more about eco-friendly modes of transport.

*Cargo bikes (picture source: Prof. Zipser, HTW Dresden)*

The program includes a variety of activities including lectures, discussions, presentations and hands-on exercises. Our German and Japanese speakers will cover various topics related to sustainable micro-mobility and give you valuable insights into the current situation and future developments.

The preliminary program (pre-education) will take place in the **summer semester 2023** and the main program in the **last two weeks of September 2023**. The exact dates can be found in the program description.

We hope to welcome you to our program and look forward to discussing the important topic of sustainable micro-mobility with you.

In September 2023, about 20 students from Chiba University will visit the HTW Dresden.

With our best regards, the program committee 2023!
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Pre-Education Program

18.4., 07:30 - 09:00, “Meet and Great”

02.5., 07:30 - 09:00, Offline-Video-Session “LEV in Japan”, Feedback with Prof. Tajima
(questions via Email are requested)

16.5., 07:30 - 09:00, Live-Session “LEV in Germany”, Prof. Stephan Zipser

23.5., 07:30 - 09:00, Offline-Video-Session, documentaries about LEV

13.6., 07:30 - 09:00, Topic to be announced (contribution from Japan)

27.6., 07:30 - 09:00, Instructions on cultural presentation and grouping

Main Program

17.9. – 29.9.2023